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INTRODUCTION

In a previous article (1) we described a continuous culture device, about
800mlinvolume, inwhich theoptical density ofthe culture during growthwas
automatically kept constant by adequate dilution with fresh nutrient solution.
Alternate light and dark periods gave one complete life cycle per day for
Scenedesmus spec, at a temperature of 30°C and a light intensity of about
17000 ergs.cm^.sec-1.
During the light period of 14hours, the volume of the single cell increased
and the cell number per unit of volume suspension decreased, whereas inthe
subsequent dark period of 10 hours the mature cells divided into a number
of daughter cells, sothat thecell number increased again to theoriginal value.
The present paper presents datadescribingtherelationships between thephotosynthetic activity during cell development and cell characteristics for the
same strains of Scenedesmus asused intheabove experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

At different time intervals, during thelight and dark periods a20ml sample
was withdrawn from thecontinuous culture for the measurement ofthe maximum rate ofphotosynthesis andtheexamination of thecellular characteristics
of the suspension.
For measurements ofthe saturating photosynthetic rate an aliquot of 1.5ml
of thesample wastransferred tothereaction vessel ofa small differential volumeter, asdescribed by KOK (2).Thepopulation density ofthe suspension inthe
culture device wasadjusted at2.5 to 3.0fxlcells permlsuspension, which algal
suspension could be used directly in the reaction vessel.
As a light source a 500Wincandescent projection bulb (PHILIPS Type 375E)
was used. The light was focussed upon the reaction vessel with the aid of a
condensor (illuminated area 3 cm2).The vessel was mounted in a thermostat
bath of 30°C. Thelight intensity used was 1.4 X 105ergs.cm^.sec 1 ofvisible
radiation.
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Determinations of dry weight were obtained by centrifuging known aliquots
of algal suspension in tared tubes of 15 ml in volume;the sediment was dried
at 60°C under vacuum.
Chlorophyll determinations were made by extraction with 5 per cent potassium hydroxide in methanol, as described earlier (3).
Measurements of packed wet cell volume per unit volume of suspension
were made with calibrated TROMMSDORFF tubes;the results are furtheron mentioned as "TROMMSDORFF value". Division of the TROMMSDORFF value by cell
number gives the volume of the single cell, mentioned as "calculated cell
volume".
During growth and multiplication, measurements of the volume of the single
cell have also been made by microscopic observation. Cell numbers were estimated by hemocytometer counts.
The light saturated photosynthetic activities expressed in [û 0 2 per hour
produced at different stages of development of the algae have been calculated
in terms of unit dry weight, unit volume of packed wet cells (TROMMSDORFF)
and unit cell number.
RESULTS

In fig. 1, the changes in photosynthetic activity are illustrated as dependent
upon cell growth, ripening and multiplication, related to dry weight and
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FIG. 1. Timecourseofchangesinphotosynthetic
activityduringcelldevelopment,measured
atlightsaturation (1.4 X 106 ergs.cm^.sec1)and 30°C.
Abscissa:
Timeinhours;0-14hours:continuouscultureatalightintensityof 1.7 x
X 104 ergs.cm^.sec"1;14-24hours:continuousculturedarkened.
Ordinate to theleft:Rate of oxygen evolution per [j.1 of wet packed cellsper hour
(curvesAandA').
Ordinatetotheright: Rateof oxygenevolutionpermgdryweightofcellsperhour
(curveB).
TROMMSDORFF value. Curve A (closed circles), shows the relationship

between
photosynthetic activity expressed in [xl0 2 evolved per [ilTROMMSDORFF, against
the time of development. At the start of the illumination an increase in the rate
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is observed, reaching a peak after 6 to 7 hours, which is about twice the rate
found at the end of the preceding dark period of 10 hours. Then, the rate
gradually decreases and becomes about constant at the end of the light period
at a value, about 50 to 60 per cent higher than the value at the start. After
illumination isstopped, a fast decrease in thephotosynthetic activity isobserved
until a constant level is reached after 3 to 4 hours darkness.
Curve B (crosses), illustrates the relation of the photosynthetic activity
evolved per mg dry weight versus time of cell growth and multiplication, and
shows the same general picture. The maximum level, however, reaches only
half the peak of curve A. This points to a discrepancy between dry weight and
TROMMSDORFFvalue.
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FIG. 2. Time course of changes in the volume of packed wet cells per mg dry weight. Light
and dark periods of the continuous culture as in fig. 1.

The correlation between the changes in photosynthetic rates based on
TROMMSDORFF values and the growth stages can only be determined accurately

if the sedimentation of the algae is the sameintheir successive stages of development. Fig.2 shows, however, that small cells, after a dark period, have a
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FIG. 3. Time course of cell counts per ml algal suspension. Light and dark periods of the
continuous culture as in fig. 1.
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considerably (about 50%) higher TROMMSDORFFvalue per mg dry weight, than
the large cells at the end of the light period. This means that the TROMMSDORFF
value itself has been influenced by the size of the cells. Consequently, the peak
ofcurveA has beeninfluenced, either bythechangein sedimentation properties
of the algae, or by differences in water content of the different types of cells.
A correlation between the photosynthetic activity per unit TROMMSDORFF and
cell development, therefore, may be inadequate, at least in algal cultureswith
synchronized multiplication.
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FIG. 4. Time course of photosynthetic activity, at light saturation (1.4 X 106ergs.cm^.sec"1)
and 30°C,duringcell development.
Abscissa: Legend as infig.1.
Ordinate: Rateof oxygen evolution expressed infxl0 2 perhour and 106cells.

We, therefore, recalculated curve A by taking the TROMMSDORFF value per
unit of dry weight of large cells as a reference value. These recalculated photosynthetic rates, correlated to cell development are shown in curve A' (broken
line, fig. 1). This recalculation influenced the startingrates to a larger (increase
of about 50%), and the maximum rates to a lower extent. The recalculated
curve shows that the increase in photosynthetic activity as a consequence of
celldevelopment isabout one half of curve A, whichrenders curveA similar to
curve B, showing the same extended flat maximum.
Darkening of the culture is accompanied by a fast decrease in photosynthetic
activity (fig. 1),and a strong increase in TROMMSDORFFvalueper unit dry weight
and in cell number (cf.figs2 and 3). It looks as if decrease in photosynthesis
and cell multiplication are correlated, and that the photosynthetic activity is
restored again in the light period.
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Thephotosynthetic activitiesexpressedinyA0 2 evolvedper 106cellsperhour
versus time of cell growth and multiplication are shown in fig.4. The general
picture is that at the start of an illumination the photosynthetic activity increases linearly with timereaching about 4times the initial rate after 14hours
of light. In the following dark period the photosynthetic activity decreases
again to the original value. After 2 to 3 hours darkness this value is already
attained, remaining constant until illumination starts again.
Thecurve offig.4reflects theincrease in photosynthetically activecellcomponentsin106cellsversustimeofcelldevelopment.
It is ofinterest to compare thiscurve with thecurvesrepresented in figure 5
inwhichcellvolume(a,b)andcelldry weight(c)areplotted versustime.Both
these curves show a linear increase with time of cell volume and dry weight;
besides this, after 8 to 10 hours of illumination the steepness of the curves
increases sharply.
From thiscomparison itfollows that the sharply increased ratein growthof
cellweightandvolumeisnotaccompaniedbyaproportionalincreaseinphotosynthesis. This means that after 8to 10hours of illumination the rate of formation of photosynthetically inactive cell components increases, whereas the
rate of formation of photosynthetically active material remains equal (cf.
fig. 4), also during prolonged illumination. This leads to the curve offig.6
(closed circles) which shows thephotosyntheticactivity in relation to the volume of the single cell. The curve illustrates an initial, linear relationship between photosynthetic activity and cellvolume in the small cells,followed bya
gradual relative decrease in the photosynthetic activity.
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FIG. 5. Time course of the volume of the single cell and of the dry weight of the singlecell.
a. (left) Cell volume calculated by dividing the volume of the packed wet cells
per ml suspension by the cellcounts per ml suspension.
b. (right) Cellvolume determined by microscopic measurement of 100cells.
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FIG. 5. c. Celldry weight calculated by dividingthe dry weight per mlsuspension by thecell
counts per ml suspension.

Suppose the increase in cell volume versus timewaslinear during the whole
timeofillumination - asthedashedlineinfig.5bshows- therelation between
photosynthetic activity and cellvolume would remain linear, also after 8to 10
hoursofillumination (fig.6,opencircles,obtainedfrom theclosedcirclevalues
assumingthat thedashed linerelation fromfig.5bholds).
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FIG. 6. Relation betweenoxygenevolution andthevolumeofasinglealgalcell(closedcircles,
cf.flg.5a).Opencircles: assumingregularincreaseofcellvolumethroughout theentire
illumination period,(cf.fig.5b,0-10 hours:fulldrawn line,10-14hours: dotted line).
Ordinate: Oxygenevolution per hour, percell.
Abscissa:The volume of a singlecell in relative units.
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DISCUSSION

Changesinphotosynthetic activityduringcell development were described by
WINOKUR (4), TAMIYA etal.(5),NIHEI etal. (6),and SOROKIN (7).In WINOKUR'S

experiments, maximum rates of photosynthesis were measured in aging cultures. The picture of his curves is an increase in photosynthetic activity on
basis of dry weight and packed wet cells, during the first three days, followed
by a gradual decrease to 20 or even 10 per cent of the starting value after 32
days of exposure to light. Also in his experiments, the TROMMSDORFF value per
mg dry weight decreased from about 6.5 after the start of an experiment to
3.5 at the end of his experiments, resulting in different changes of photosynthetic activity on dry weight or cell volume basis. The conditions of these
experiments, however, differ so much from ours that a comparison seems
hardly feasible.
In the experiments of TAMIYA and NiHEi the light saturated rates of photosynthesis decline regularly during illumination to about 25per cent of the value
found at the beginning of the exposure to strong light, and increase again in
the subsequent dark period. In their cultures the small cells were prepared at
low light intensity and 25°C. These cells were used in the synchronized growth
experiments, and exposed to strong light at a lower temperature (15°C). It
might be assumed that under these conditions a normal growth and production of photosynthetically activecell components is counteracted by photooxidation phenomena, (see also KOK (10)). The restoration of the photosynthetic activity in the subsequent dark period emphasises such an assumption. In
some preliminary experiments, we observed the same decrease -in photosynthetic activity, by synchronizing algal cells in strong light after they had
grown at low light intensity. At all events, these observations demonstrate that
changes inphotosynthetic activity during cellgrowth and multiplication depend
strongly upon the conditions of pretreatment and illumination.
The results of SOROKIN (7), obtained under conditions of illumination and
synchronization comparable to those applied in our continuous culture device,
show changes of the same order of magnitude in photosynthetic activity per
unit packed cells as we have presented in fig. 1(curve A). SOROKIN, however,
appears not to have taken into consideration the changesinpacked cell density
as a consequence of cell development. As was pointed out in the preceding
section, the water content of the different types of cells changes (fig. 2), so that
the unit volume of packed cells can hardly be used as a reliable index of the
photosynthetically active material in algal cells of different age.The same holds
for measurements of the rate of photosynthesis per unit dry weight. In this case
changes in the ratio photosynthetically active over photosynthetically inactive
cell components may suggest divergences in photosynthetic activity per unit
of dry weight, though in fact the rate of photosynthesis may remain constant.
A change in the proportion, e.g., of cell wall over protoplasmic material may
occur per excellence in cells, large in size, preparing the daughter cells. One
might expect that in a culture, synchronized as pointed out, the formation of
the cell walls of the daughter cells starts within the mother cell at the end of the
light period. The ratio of the average surface of a sporulated mother cell to
the average surface of 4 daughter cells is 1.3 to 1, whereas the ratio of the
average volume of a sporulated mother cell to theaverage volume of4 daughter
cells is0.75 to 1.The decrease of the ratio of the photosynthetically active over
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thephotosynthetically inactive cell material might be responsible for the decline
in photosynthetic activity per unit dry weight at the end of the light period, as
plotted in fig. 1,curve B.
Data on the nitrogen and chlorophyll content of small and mature cells
show only small variation (cf. Table 1). In TAMIYA'S experiments (5) the variations in N-content were a little higher, (8.0 to 5.5% N), whereas in NIHEI'S (6)
and IWAMURA'S(8) experiments no significant variation was observed. Decrease
in N-content may decrease the photosynthetic rate per unit dry weight, as
TABLE 1. Changes in chlorophyll and nitrogen content, on dry weight basis, at the start
(small cells,after 10hours darkness), and at the end of the light period (mature
cells,after 14hourslight).
Time of ill.
(hours)

%N

% chlorophyll

0
14

8.7
7.8

3.8
3.1

described previously (3). In those experiments we observed a decrease in the
photosynthetic rate of 20 per cent, while the N-content decreased from 8.8 to
6.1 per cent nitrogen. In the present experiments, the decrease in N-content is
about one per cent; this may decrease thephotosynthetic rate to lessthan 10per
cent. In fig. 1, curve B, at the end of the light period the photosynthetic rate is
about 20 per cent lower than the maximum photosynthetic rate. This is about
twofold the value to be expected from the decrease in N-content. At all events,
the small decrease in N-content might account partly for the falling off of curve
B, which, however, finds no full explanation in the data on nitrogen content,
as yet present.
Presumably, measurements of the photosynthetic activity during algal develRate of
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FIG. 7. Relation between oxygen evolution (relativeunits)and thepercentage ofcellnitrogen
on dry weight basis.
Closed circles:Oxygen evolution per unit cell nitrogen.
Crosses: Oxygen evolution per unit dry weight.
Data from (3).
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opment per unit cell protein provide more direct data to describe the observed
phenomena (cf.9). Measurements ofthe photosynthetic rate per unit cell nitrogen gave virtually constant values in nitrogen starved algae within the range
of 9to4percent Non dry weight, as shown infig.7(replotted from (3)).
The sharp decrease inphotosynthetic activity per unit packed cell volume
(fig. 1,curve A) at the start of the dark period findsapartial explanation in the
changes inwater content of thedaughter cells(cf.fig.2) ; onthe other hand also
the recalculated curve A' (broken line,fig.1), shows a decrease. The decrease
in photosynthetic rate as shown infig.1after the end of the light period, might
either be connected with the multiplication of the cells, or be induced by darkness. The last possibility can only beexcluded if synchronization is brought
about in continuous light. We have made some preliminary experimentsrelated tothis question. Itwas found that algal cells adapted toarhythm of14
hours light and 10 hours darkness, showed the same rhythm in multiplication
in continuous light during several days.These experiments are being continued.
SUMMARY

Some problems incomparing photosynthetic activities ofalgal cells ofdifferent growth stages have been discussed.
In terms of unit volume of packed wet cellslargevariations in photosynthetic
activity were observed. These changes are in part attributed to differences in the
degree of hydratation of the algal cells in different stages of development
cycles.
Ondryweightbasis,onlysmallchangesinphotosynthetic activitywere found,
which arepartly understandable byconsidering thechanges intheratioof
photosynthetically active over photosynthetically inactive cell componentsin
the algae in different stages of cell development.
Time course measurements of the rate of photosynthesis per number of cells
showed anincrease in photosynthetically active cell components which was
linearly related to the time of the increase in cell volume. This suggests that the
photosynthetic activity during cell development andmultiplication remains
constant, if referred to areliable index of photosynthetically active cell components.
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